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Light four-quark states and QCD sum rule *
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Abstract The relations among four-quark states, diquarks and QCD sum rules are discussed. The situation

of the existing, but incomplete studies of four-quark states with QCD sum rules is analyzed. Masses of some

diquark clusters were attempted to be determined by QCD sum rules, and masses of some light tetraquark

states were obtained in terms of the diquarks.
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1 Introduction

A four-quark state was early predicted to exist

in the description of hadron scattering amplitudes[1].

As an exotic meson, its properties have been stud-

ied extensively with many methods such as: MIT

bag model[2], Color junction model[3], Potential

model[4], Effective Lagrangian[5], Relativistic quark

model[6], QCD sum rules[7—12] and many other

approaches[13, 14]. Some related reviews can be found

in Ref. [15]. So far, no four-quark state has been

confirmed. However, recent experiments[16] and the-

oretical investigations revive people’s interest on this

topic.

In the constituent quark model, a four-quark state

consists of two quarks and two anti-quarks. Since a

quark/anti-quark has many degrees of freedom: color,

flavor, spin, etc., a four-quark state has a complicated

internal structure. Intrinsic quarks/anti-quarks may

have different correlations and make different clus-

ters. According to the spacial extension of the clus-

ters, four-quark states are usually supposed to have

two types: (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄). The dynamics

among quarks in this two different kinds of four-quark

states may be different, but this two kinds of four-

quark states will mix. They will mix with related

normal qq̄ mesons also. Unfortunately, no observable

has been established to distinguish the intrinsic cor-

relations or structures in these mesons.

2 QCD sum rules and four-quark state

QCD sum rule is an effective non-perturbative

method of relating fundamental parameters of the

QCD Lagrangian and vacuum to parameters of

hadrons[17]. To proceed with a reasonable sum rule

analysis, the employment of a suitable interpolating

current (local operator) is very important. In the

literature, different interpolating currents have been

employed for the study of four-quark states.

In Ref. [7], the following (qq̄)(qq̄) currents

j1(x) = (q̄ΓΛmq)(q̄ΓΛnq),

j2(x) = f ab1c1f ab2c2(q̄b1ΓΛmqc1)(q̄b2ΓΛnqc2),

j3(x) = (q̄Γhv)(q̄ΓΛmq),

j4(x) = f ab1c1f ab2c2(q̄b1Γhc1
v )(q̄b2ΓΛmqc2)

(1)

are used.

In Ref. [8], both (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄) currents

j(qq̄)2 = (q̄γ5τ
aq)(q̄γ5τ

aq),

j(dq)2 = εabcεade(qbCγ5τ2q
c)(q̄dCγ5τ2q̄

e) (2)

are analyzed.
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In Ref. [9], (cq)(q̄q̄) currents

j0 = εabcεdec(q
T
a Cγ5cb)(ūdγ5Cd̄T

e ),

js =
εabcεdec
√

2

[

(uT
a Cγ5cb)(ūdγ5Cs̄T

e )+u↔ d
]

, (3)

jss = εabcεdec(s
T
a Cγ5cb)(q̄dγ5Cs̄T

e )

are used.

In Ref. [10], (cu)(s̄ū) currents

Jk =
1
√

2

[

εadeεafgc
T
d Γkues̄f Γ̃kū

T
g +(u→ d)

]

(4)

are used.

In Ref. [11], (ud)(s̄s̄) currents

Sabcd = (s̄aγ5Cs̄T
b )(uT

c Cγ5dd) ,

Vabcd = (s̄aγµγ5Cs̄T
b )(uT

c Cγµγ5dd) ,

Tabcd = (s̄aσµνCs̄T
b )(uT

c Cσµνdd) , (5)

Aabcd = (s̄aγµCs̄T
b )(uT

c Cγµdd) ,

Pabcd = (s̄aCs̄T
b )(uT

c Cdd)

are used. Similar currents were employed in some

other studies of four-quark states which we have not

mentioned here.

Obviously, both (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄) currents

were used. Based on the structures of these cur-

rents, many conclusions on (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄)

four-quark states have been drawn.

Have we really touched the structures of four-

quark states in terms of these currents? The answer

is NO. As pointed out in Ref. [12], in the framework of

QCD sum rules, the internal constituent quark struc-

tures of multi-quark states can hardly be detected

through the couplings of the interpolating currents

to hadrons. In other words, the intrinsic quark corre-

lations can hardly be detected with local operators.

This point is easy to be understood in another

way. On one hand, currents (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄)

will mix with each other under renormalization. On

the other hand, under a Fierz transformation (rear-

rangement), the current (qq)(q̄q̄) can be transformed

into a current (qq̄)(qq̄) as follows

j(dq)2 =
1

4

{

(q̄γ5τ̄
aq)(q̄γ5τ̄

aq)+(q̄τ̄ aq)(q̄τ̄ aq)+

(q̄γµτ̄ aq)(q̄γµτ̄ aq)+(q̄γ5γµτ̄ aq)(q̄γ5γµτ̄ aq)−

1

2
(q̄σµν τ̄ aq)(q̄σµν τ̄ aq)

}

. (6)

Therefore, there is no definite difference among

these currents. Accordingly, conclusions on four-

quark states in terms of these four-quark currents are

not reasonable. In fact, there is no direct correspon-

dence between the current (operator) picture with the

constituent quark picture.

Furthermore, in the existing literature, all calcu-

lations are terminated at the leading order of αs be-

cause of the difficulties in the operator product ex-

pansion, which may result in large deviations.

Recent publications drawing different conclusions

on the lowest scalar in the framework of QCD sum

rules appears[18, 19].

3 Diquark and light tetraquark state

Diquark clusters in hadrons are in fact a kind of

strong correlation between pairs of quarks, which was

first mentioned by Gell-Mann[20]. So far, people have

not found fact confirming the existence of diquarks

in hadrons. However, the concept of diquarks has

been applied successfully to many strong-interaction

phenomena[21—28].

Diquarks appear often in the interpolating cur-

rents within the QCD sum rule approach. However,

as we pointed out in Ref. [12], the diquark is a super-

ficial concept in that literature. A diquark is mean-

ingful in the constituent quark picture, but it is not

meaningful in the operator picture in the framework

of QCD sum rules.

As is well known, a diquark is not an isolated clus-

ter in a multi-quark state, but it may be approxi-

mately regarded as a bound state composed of two

quarks and may be used as a degree of freedom. In

history[22, 28], the diquark picture was applied to weak

hadron decays within the QCD sum rule approach.

In Ref. [12], an updated analysis was performed

in terms of the diquark current with flavor (sq)

ji(x) = εijks
T
j (x)COqk(x) . (7)

Accordingly, the most “suitable” mqq and msq

were determined as:

mqq ∼ 400 MeV, s0 = 1.2 GeV2 ,

msq ∼ 460 MeV, s0 = 1.2 GeV2 .

The dependence of the diquark masses on flavor

is explicit. The mass scale of the diquark is the same

as that of the constituent quarks. Our results are

consistent with the fit of Maiani et al[14].

Once the masses determined here are regarded as

the constituent diquark masses[12], the masses of 0++

tetraquark follow as in Ref. [14]

0++ [qq][q̄q̄] : ∼ 490 MeV,

0++ [sq][q̄q̄] : ∼ 610 MeV, (8)

0++ [sq][̄sq̄] : ∼ 730 MeV.
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Similarly, the masses of the L = 1 excited

tetraquark state follow

1−− [qq][q̄q̄] : ∼ 490+B′

q MeV,

1−− [sq][q̄q̄] : ∼ 610+B′

q MeV, (9)

1−− [sq][̄sq̄] : ∼ 730+B′

s MeV,

with

B′

q =

[

αs(m
2
qq)

αs(m2
q)

]2
mqq

mq

Bq, Bq = 0.495 GeV,

where B′

q is very sensitive to Λ.

Through this exploration, it seems reasonable to

identify f0(600) (or σ), f0(980), a0(980) and the un-

confirmed κ(800) as the 0++ light tetraquark states.

4 Conclusions and discussions

The relations among four-quark states, diquarks

and QCD sum rules are discussed. It is known that

both (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄) interpolating currents

were employed within the QCD sum rule approach.

However, the properties of (qq)(q̄q̄) and (qq̄)(qq̄)

four-quark states can not be detected through these

currents. In principle, there is no difference between

these currents. On one hand, currents (qq)(q̄q̄) and

(qq̄)(qq̄) will mix under renormalization. On the

other hand, the current (qq)(q̄q̄) can be tranformed

into the current (qq̄)(qq̄) under a Fierz transforma-

tion.

Diquarks are useful in the constituent quark

model, but it is a superficial concept in the construc-

tion of interpolating currents. In fact, there is no

correspondence between the constituent quark pic-

ture and the current (operator) picture.

The QCD sum rule was combined with the con-

stituent quark model to study the tetraquark state.

In this model the masses of diquarks were deter-

mined within the QCD sum rule and were regarded

as the masses of the constituent diquarks. The ob-

tained masses of the diquarks depend explicitly on

flavor. Subsequently, similar as in the constituent

quark model, the masses of the 0++ and excited 1−−

tetraquark states were obtained in terms of those di-

quarks. It is pointed out that the identification of

f0(600) (or σ), f0(980), a0(980) and the unconfirmed

κ(800) as the 0++ light tetraquark states seems rea-

sonable.

Of course, the diquark has not yet been confirmed.

Whether it can be studied with QCD sum rules re-

quires more exploration. Furthermore, the dynamics

in hadron is still not clear, the uncertainty of our

model is not clear either.
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